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Expansion 

Points: 

(of 12) 

 
Total 

Points: 

 

+11 

 

Age and Pedigree Sacred Purpose Why is your Founder famous? 

☒ One of the Sixteen, in 9,712. (+3) 

☐ One of the Forty Two, in 9,910 (+2) 

☐ A Millennium Clan, in 10,000 (+1) 

☐ Charter Clan.  

☐ First Generation, Clanless (-2) 

There is a pulsing gap that 

could ruin the world, and 

your clan is destined to seal 

it no matter the cost. 

 

Engineer who built a 

breathtaking impossible feat of 

engineering in an 

undermountain hold. 

 

 

Pride 

(+3 each) 

Custodians of learning and lore. Shame 

(-3 each) 

 

Victorious warrior tradition.   

Created a Bloodseal.  

  

 

Empowered Calling (+1)  Empowered Domain (+1)  

Runics. Runesmiths, mystics, scholars.  

 

Traditional Allies (+1)  Traditional Foes (-1) Source of Disagreement 

God (Fylsifias)  Goblins They serve power that would break the dimension. 

Kiskov  God (Soothotcha) A gap that remains open. 

    

    

 

Wealth  Safety 

Modest. There is enough, barring disaster. -1  Grim endurance. Hanging in there. -1 

 

Advantage/Disadvantage(s): 

 

 Monster Allies. +3. Griffons. 

 Master Forge. +3. Legendary forgemaster, and apprentices. Get an artifact. 

 Reinforcements. +3. An army of Stonach is available.  

 Enchantments. +2. Everyone gets a minor enchanted item. 

 

The Ongoing Tale of the Clan’s Fate   (Every 12 points gives the Clan +1) 

Hero or Crew Point Shift Story or Details 
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City, Population 13,500. There is a public trading area. Famous among dwarves for its restaurants. 

Crafting: Armory, Mine, Mechanical Workshop 

Defense: Key Defense, Gate Fort (x2), Citadel 

Food: Algae Farm (x2), Fishery (x2), Beetle Farm  

Public Spaces: Arts Plaza, Great Hall (x9), Reflection Hall 

Residential: Mansions, Garden Housing, Barracks, Stack Housing, Guest Housing 

 

Outpost, Population 260. There is a public trading area. Known for its incomplete construction. 

Crafting: Textiles (fabric), Armory (x2) 

Defense: Outpost Fort (x3), Gate Fort, Key Defense 

Food: Fishery (x2), Algae Farm (x3)  

Public Spaces: Market, Nexus Plaza, Arts Plaza, Market (x2) 

Residential: Stack Housing (x3), Mansions, Guest Housing, Barracks (x3) 

 

City, Population 14,000. Integrated community. (Fylsifias followers, shamen, shokoro, humans.) Known 

for its incredible booby-traps. 

Crafting: Mine, Mechanical Workshop (x3), Armory (x2) 

Defense: Gate fort, Training Barracks (x2), Citadel (x2), Key Defense (x3) 

Food: Fishery (x2), Algae Farm 

Public Spaces: Arts Plaza (x2), Great Hall (x2), Market 

Residential: Barracks, Guest Housing, Mansions, Stack Housing (x3) 

 

Metropolis, Population 27,000. Mingled population, with off-limits areas. (Fylsifias followers, kiskov.) 

Known for its fantastic ornamentation and decoration. 

Crafting: Armory, Jewelry/Gemcutting, Mechanical Workshop 

Defense: Outpost Fort, Gate Fort (x2), Key Defense (x2), Citadel (x2) 

Food: Algae Farm, Brewery, Mushroom Garden, Fishery 

Public Spaces: Nexus Plaza, Market (x3), Great Hall (x3) 

Residential: Garden Housing, Barracks, Mansions, Stack Housing (x2) 

 

Outpost, Population 320. There is a public trading area. Known for its access to open sky. 

Crafting: Textiles (fabric) (x3), Armory (x5), Jewelry/Gemcutting (x2), Mechanical Workshop 

Defense: Outpost Fort (x2), Gate Fort (x2), Citadel 

Food: Algae Farm (x2), Beetle Farm, Brewery, Fishery 

Public Spaces: Reflection Hall, Market (x2), Great Hall 

Residential: Garden Housing (x2), Barracks (x4), Stack Housing (x2)  
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The Valvursive Mountains were crawling with dimensional strains in the year 9,710. Demons and undead 

were gleefully rampant. The two most powerful temples in the area were the Crimson Knights of 

Soothotcha, and the Fellwhisper cult of Fylsifias. Beleaguered by threats on all sides, they were obedient 

to the divine impulse, reflecting the cosmic desire for order towards the boundary mountains that 

stretched to the south of their territories. 

 

The Founding (9,712) 

 

Helved Fanelorn was the commander of an army of Soothotchan knights, and he led them into the 

mountains to skirmish against the demons. Demons pushed at them from all sides, and as they dug in and 

resisted, their very forms were compacted as wild energies raced into them. They were shaped by the 

mountains on which they fought, and their determination crystallized. They held, and found they now had 

the power to seal the dimensional fraying by pouring their own energy into the gaps. 

 

As the Most High chose a scattering of people from the Valvursive area to be transformed into stonach, 

those newly-transformed people gathered at the fortress Fanelorn claimed, and became his clan. They 

reinforced the mountain walls with their own internal fortifications, forming the Valvursive Redoubt, the 

first settlement of the Fanelorn Clan. The settlement was officially celebrated as viable in 9,712. It was 

one of the Sixteen Clans of Stonach that emerged from the efforts of the divine to re-seal the dimension. 

 

The Emerging of the Stonach (9,712-10,250) 
 

Fanelorn found he had a genius-level gift for architecture. As his scholars worked on ways to use energy 

to re-seal the world, he labored over the plans for the redoubt. As his life unfolded over the next 500 

years, he asked all gifts and favors to be directed towards his dream. He created a space in the heart of the 

Valvursive mountain range that was vast enough to have clouds and weather, bending wind and sun and 

starlight through stone to re-create the sky in a safe vault below the mountain. 

 

The Ghim emerged from the stonach, and as study of energy continued, runes formed. They required a 

language of their own, and all stonach learned it. Armies of stonach stiffened the resistance of other local 

races in battling the undead and demons and other weirdness, and Ghim came behind closing the gates 

that let strangers in. 

 

A new Thane assumed command upon Helved’s peaceful death. He was a scholar Ghim, immersed in the 

runes, and he whipped the research efforts into a frenzy with experimentation and study  

 

Fanelorn though to expand to the south, and founded Meddria Lake to that end. However, scouts found 

that a desert flowed over the lands to the south where the mountains ended. Earnest debate over the 

settlement’s future was a feature of the political struggles of the day. Then, war intervened. 

 

The Bloodseal War (10,250-10,252) 

 

The Crimson Knights and the Fellwhispers had a falling out. The knights rejected suicide categorically as 

an affront to their god, where the Fellwhispers felt it was a useful weapon of war, robbing the foe of the 

will to continue. Tension increased, until the Fellwhispers captured a champion of the knights (Sir Rayl 

Nethris), robbed him of his will, and were gratified to see him commit suicide in his cell deep in their 

hidden mountain fortress. 
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Their victory turned to ashes as the angst of the suicidal knight galvanized, and the knight called to all 

others driven to suicide by the Fellwhispers. Echoes of their spirits answered, and he burst back into the 

world in the heart of their fortress with an army of vengeful dead. The Fellwhispers were driven from 

their fortress that night. 

 

When word reached the Crimson Knights, they were furious. They felt their god had called them to heal 

this wound in the dimension, so they marched on Fellwhisper Keep and drove the undead back out of the 

dimension. However, they could not heal the wound, hard as they tried.  

 

The Knights held the fort, repelling the surviving Fellwhispers, focusing on trying to close the gap. They 

could not, and the energy they trapped pent up to dangerous levels of concentration. 

 

The ulcerating tear came to the attention of the Ghim, and the Fanelorn Clan discussed the problem. At 

last, a Ghim priest (Agrath Mynochru) presented his research on how to seal a rip that big. The only way 

to do it was to commit the life force of the bloodline of the clan against it; as the clan’s power increased, 

so would the strength of the seal. As their power waned, so would the seal’s power. 

 

Convinced it was the only method that would heal the rip in reality, the Stonach marched on Fellwhisper 

Keep. The Crimson Knights rebuffed them, so the stonach lay siege to the fortress and came to blows 

with the knights, driving them back layer within layer until the last of them were trapped between the rip 

and the stonach. Driven to a frenzy by the energy of death and violence, the uneasy spirits tore free and 

savaged the knights, who were caught between the undead and the stonach. The Ghim drove forward, 

supported by the rest of the stonach, and finally came face to face with the rip. 

 

As the lengthy ritual began, word reached the rest of the Crimson Knights, about the massacre at the 

Fellwhisper Keep. They began preparing an army of their own. Word also reached the surviving 

Fellwhispers, who rushed to the keep. 

 

Together, the stonach and Fellwhispers held off the Crimson Knights for a month of bloody fighting. At 

the end of that time, the Bloodseal was complete, the rip was sealed, and the Fanelorn Clan was dedicated 

to keeping it closed for as long as their clan endured. Utterly defeated, the Crimson Knights stalked off. 

The Fellwhispers gratefully entered an alliance with the Fanelorn Clan, to cooperate in keeping the rip 

sealed forever. 

 

The Kathrohd Redoubt was built in a nearby peak, to keep an eye on Fellwhisper Keep and to recruit 

allies from the outside world to help keep it closed. Stonach and Fylsifian worshipers lived side by side, 

and shokoro from the nearby lowlands joined them to assist in sharing techniques for growing food in 

stagnant water underground. 

 

Contest for Troxel Reach (10,253-10,344) 

 

Infuriated, the Crimson Knights withdrew to plan appropriate revenge. They decided to convert a local 

goblin empire to the worship of Soothotcha. They met with surprising success, and had little difficulty 

rousing the goblins to make war on their neighbors. 

 

To cement the alliance, the Crimson Knights assisted the Crooktooth Tribe with clearing out a local 

kiskov port enclave, Troxel Peak. The battered refugees of the Troxel clan found their way to the 

Kathrohd Redoubt with their tale of woe. 
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The stonach immediately decided to evict the goblins and knights from Troxel Peak. If they did, the 

knights would be denied access to all points through the Troxel Reach of mountains, no longer able to 

move freely into position to cause trouble. 

 

Decades wore on as the kiskov, stonach, and humans combined forces against the Crimson Knights and 

the goblins. Brilliant misdirection, crafty tunneling, and raw brute force drove the goblins back until the 

Lower Gates belonged to the stonach-led forces. 

 

That’s when the Fellwhisper cult began taking prisoners and talking with them, quickly connecting the 

goblin nature to worship of Fylsifias around 10,288. Civil war took root in the Crooktooth Tribe as the 

different religious beliefs of the formerly unified goblins sowed dissent through their army. 

 

Traitors and infighting opened massive inroads through Crooktooth territory, and the stonach drove into 

the gaps with renewed energy.  

 

In 10,344 the Accord of Troxel Peak was reached. The stonach, kiskov, and humans agreed to share the 

peak and use it as the primary contact with the outside world beyond the Valvursive Mountains. All three 

races invested their talents and energy into the settlement, with the kiskov founding a citadel over the port 

and the stonach founding a citadel on the other end of the settlement defending the valley beyond. 

 

The Death and Resurrection of Kathrohd Redoubt (10,344-10,352) 
 

The deeplords (goblin rulers) got word of the religious schism introduced into the goblin culture by the 

events around the Troxel Range, and decided that the religious humans, stubborn kiskov, and newcomer 

stonach needed to be erased to pay for the affront. Using deep roads only known to the ancient goblin 

people, they set up Haresend, a concealed military base in the Valvursive Mountains. 

 

They attacked the Kathrohd Redoubt in 10,365 with an overwhelming force. The surprised stonach 

managed to fend them off, saved by their ingenious and deadly trap installations all through the 

perimeters of the fortress. A specialty in Haresend was capturing or raising monsters of the deeps and 

training them for assault, so the horrors the stonach faced in the dark were unprecedented. 

 

Step by step, they were driven from their fortress, and the goblins exulted in their victory as they eyed the 

Fanelorn’s other settlements. However, they did not realize their danger. The stonach and Fylsifians had 

built the settlement knowing it might be taken someday, and they had turned the whole thing into a 

deathtrap.  

 

They sealed all the entrances they had created, and used skirmishers to clear and seal the ones created by 

the goblins. They redirected an underground river, and it filled the entire settlement, drowning all the 

victorious army and their monsters. After a few weeks, they allowed it to drain. The draining took a 

decade, and they faced undead as they returned to their halls. Still, they retook their fortress with ease, 

and earned the forever enmity of the deeplords. 

 

Pilgrimage Paving (10,350-10,850) 
 

Fanelorn Clan had a reputation for inventing the Bloodseal, and for their success in dealing with other 

older races. Many diplomats and heroes of other clans made pilgrimage to see the enchanted Sunrise City 

deep in the Valvursive Redoubt, and study with scholars and warriors of such renown. 

 

The Fanelorn engineers and architects took advantage of their wealth and the respite from immediate 

danger to build roads connecting the Valvursive Redoubt, the Kathrohd Redoubt, and Troxel Peak. The 
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roads were below the ground, and above, through mountains and all obstacles. They were safeguarded by 

magics pioneered by runics of the Fanelorn Clan.  

 

The stonach drew clear lines for Fylsifian participation in their culture, and those lines were honored as 

best the deceptive clerics could manage. The kiskov found their focus on honor and craftsmanship 

meshed well with stonach perspectives, even if their techniques were different, and their alliance grew 

strong. This was important for protecting the Valvursive Mountains. 

 

The Crimson Knights became a transient pirate order, unable to cope with the failure of losing their 

foothold in the Valvursive Mountains. They discovered a knack for the work, and became a scourge of 

the eastern seas and waterways. Shamed, they became wounders instead of healers, a festering sore in the 

civilizations they infected. Their inscrutable god continued to empower them in their dark misery. 

 

Traffic and respect for the Fanelorn Clan grew, and in the shadow of their success their hubris grew as 

well. They began to think themselves eternally correct and invincible. 

 

The Deathlord of Sands (10,850-10,950) 
 

The kiskov to the far south implored their kin in Troxel Peak to send an army to relieve them from the 

attacks of an undead army from the desert. The kiskov agreed, and asked the stonach to support them by 

marching across the desert to catch the Deathlord of Sands in a pincer attack. The stonach agreed. 

 

Massing in Meddria Lake the Desert Army of ten thousand stonach marched forth into the shifting sands 

as a modest kiskov fleet with five thousand warriors set sail to Uriak, the southern port of their kin.  

 

A century passed before their kin accepted the truth that they were not coming back. 

 

The Siege of Valvursive Redoubt (10,865-10,897) 

 

Mostly forgotten, the goblin deeplords of Haresend took advantage of this temporary weakness, and 

struck. They brazenly attacked the heart of the stonach presence in the Valvursive Mountains, their 

founding city and their greatest pride. Hundreds of thousands of goblins poured into the siege, exploring 

every nook and cranny around the stonach defenses, finding their way in through countless unexpected 

sally ports. 

 

The Great Thane Polgurth was old and proud, thinking himself a great warrior though he had not 

managed any warfare in his time. His stubborn adherence to poor tactics and false assumptions lost 

almost ¾ of the Redoubt before his son Yerin insisted on taking over military matters; after a touchy few 

years where Yerin was almost imprisoned or executed hundreds of times, he gained control of the military 

and managed to leverage the best of the defenses against the invading goblins. 

 

Meanwhile, Deeplord Pillback had put out the word that the Valvursive Redoubt would be renamed Deep 

Vengeance, becoming a goblin city. Hundreds of thousands of goblin warrior colonists  raced to get in on 

occupying the magnificent space. 

 

Yerin was backed into the core of the Redoubt, with the libraries and most sacred and private cultural 

treasures of the clan on the front lines. He faced Yerin’s Choice—withdraw and keep alive the families 

and living memory of the clan, or stay and die fighting for what gave the clan history and identity. 
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Meanwhile, the other settlements faced an equally unattractive choice. Goblins attacked weakened 

locations, and they were skilled at infiltration and fighting behind enemy lines. If the settlements 

committed major resources to rescuing Valvursive Redoubt, they were vulnerable in turn. 

 

Underthane Wharril of Troxel Peak left the kiskov in charge of defending the peak, and he marched 

thousands of blooded veteran warriors to lift the siege. He was joined by Underthane Avria from the 

Kathrod Redoubt. Together they managed to drive through to link up with the desperate survivors in the 

depths of Valvursive Redoubt. 

 

Though they did not know it, the stonach would be saved by Fylsifian machinations. As the siege was 

known, the Fellwhisper cult snapped into action. They contacted the elves to the north, and the enemies of 

the deeplords of Haresend. Newly aware of Haresend’s vulnerability, their enemies took aggressive action 

and started making inroads into Haresend’s territory. Unable to continue the siege and defend home 

territories, the goblin deeplords were compelled to withdraw and look after their own territories. 

 

The greatly weakened and demoralized clan began the slow process of rebuilding. 

 

The Griffon Lord (11,000-11,255) 
 

Vurux Fanelorn, the Thane’s nephew, was exiled for insulting rescuing kiskov. He wandered, then found 

an open-air cavern with griffons. He befriended the griffons, and founded a settlement with family and 

allies. After a couple generations, he made peace with the Thane, and the settlement was officially part of 

the Fanelorn Clan. 

 

Age of Forgemasters (11,010-Present [11,312]) 

 

With travel in the region hampered by rising dangers in wilderness areas, the Fanelorn clan refocused 

their energies. Projecting their strength beyond their territory had been a disaster, so as they rebuilt their 

army they focused on using the special knowledge of forge enchantments to increase their safety. 

 

Each settlement built up their forge tradition, with masters competing to show off their best work and 

earn bragging rights for their tradition. Stonach warriors vied for the honor of bearing arms and armor of 

the clan demonstrating their value to the clan’s defense. Increasing effectiveness of stonach arms, armor, 

and strategies counterbalanced the numbers of the goblins, driving them back. To the edges of stonach 

territory. 

 

Assault on Haresend (11,178-11,212) 

 

Thane Gorvin sent a secret army to the Ariatchul Caverns of the Griffon Lord. They built a massive forge 

complex, and built up a massive army there. The deeplords of Haresend focused their spies on Valvursive 

Redoubt, and did not expect the massive assault that sprang from the Ariatchul Caverns in 11,192. Less 

than a year of fighting saw Haresend crushed, the deeplords sent scurrying out of the mountains, and a 

new peacefulness settling on the Fanelorn Clan’s holdings. 

 

Current Dangers 
 

Goblin tribes still plague the mountains, though they are no longer armies. Pirates scour the seas for prey. 

Monsters left behind by the shattered pens of their deeplord trainers hunt and kill. The roads are no longer 

as safe as they once were, but the mountains are in a restless peace. 
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Outpost, Population 320. There is a public trading area. Known for its access to open sky. 

Crafting: Textiles (fabric) (x3), Armory (x5), Jewelry/Gemcutting (x2), Mechanical Workshop 

Defense: Outpost Fort (x2), Gate Fort (x2), Citadel 

Food: Algae Farm (x2), Beetle Farm, Brewery, Fishery 

Public Spaces: Reflection Hall, Market (x2), Great Hall 

Residential: Garden Housing (x2), Barracks (x4), Stack Housing (x2)  

 

The Stonach hold is divided into three main areas: the Market Gate, the Aerie, and Deepspace. 

 

Market Gate 
 

The fortress built across the valley mouth is known as the Market Gate. Beyond it, the Air Market spreads 

out across the smoothed shale floor of the valley. Anyone can visit the Air Market. Only those who have a 

trading relationship with the Stonach can then move through the heavy doors into the cavern that holds 

the Sheltered Market, the indoors equivalent (but with better prices and fewer entertainers.) Those who 

are not Stonach are not allowed beyond this area. 

 

The Aerie 
 

At the end of the Air Market is a mighty fortress, Griffon Mount, that extends deep into the earth. On the 

back of the fortress is a higher valley, continuing on. The valley is shaped like a horseshoe, and half of the 

valley floor is a lake that teems with fish. The Stonach cultivate the fish, to feed the griffons that nest in 

the caves along the curve of the wall behind the fortress. Beyond the valley, a breathtakingly high spire 

rises from the peak to serve as a watch tower all around, the Vigilance Point. 

 

Deepspace 

 

The back of the Sheltered Market has a lift system down to the Deepspace, entering through the 

Reflection Hall (that notes the genealogy of all citizens of the Caverns.) 

 Homestead. To the east, Stonach diligently manage a twisting maze of stone that serves as an algae 

farm, opening to the Meadow. Half the Meadow is an algae farm, and the other half is a ranch for 

enormous beetles the stonach use for meat, milk, light armor, and building material. These corridors 

and caves hosting the farms and ranch are dotted with small homesteads of about 50 Stonach who 

contentedly manage their affairs and tend the food supply. 

 Warhold. To the west, the Reflection Hall opens to a Great Hall, with a throne at the far end, where 

public addresses of the Underthane reach his subjects. To the north, a shaft reaches from the open sky 

deep into the earth, ringed with massive forges that churn out weapons and armor, known as the 

Screw. To the south, caverns have been shaped and regularized sufficiently to hold an army of two 

thousand, should the need arise (the current garrison is closer to 200.) 

 Crafthold. To the south, stepped interlinked caverns hold a community of gemcutters, machine 

crafters, and loomweavers. The tunnels and caves are of all shapes and sizes, connected and spreading 

deep under the mountain. Those from elsewhere find it easy to be lost at once in the sprawl. At the 

back of the crafthold, Griffon Mount’s basement connects to the Crafthold. 

 Deeps. To the north, half-finished digs trail off into caverns that have been dug into stack housing. A 

brewery is the frontspiece of the cave system, and half the brew disappears into the depths while the 

other half finds its way closer to daylight. Those who are poor or shamed are allowed to disappear 

into the Deeps, reflecting on their shame or failure as the years drift by. They work as they are able. 

 

Ariatchul Caverns History 
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Vurux Fanelorn was the Thane’s nephew, exiled from Valvursive for a disagreement that almost cost 

more than one Stonach all honor 300 years ago. He wandered with his friends and family, discovering a 

wonderful cavern complex with a valley connecting to the lowlands. Even more remarkable, he formed a 

rapport with the griffons that laired in the rocks, instead of doing battle with them. The stonach had no 

interest in riding the griffons, but did find they could be trained to leave some targets alone, attack others, 

bring warning, and stand guard. 

 

Other Fanelorn refugees flocked to his banner when he established a hold in the mountains. Vurux titled 

himself the Griffon Lord, and set the newcomers to work building a new secure home. After two 

generations died, the elderly Griffon Lord made peace with the new Thane. 

 

Though the next Griffon Lord managed to start productive trade with the surfacers, the outpost did not 

grow quickly. Concern about griffon allies, frequent goblin attacks, and demanding local allies took a 

significant toll on the population. A disproportionately high number of adventurers interested in the 

outside world, or in battle, formed most of the population. 

 

A century ago, the Thane of Valvursive sent a secret army of smiths to Ariatchul Caverns. They built the 

Screw, and filled the barracks to bursting, building a mighty army that marched out to war with the 

goblins of Haresend; goblin spies did not see the army coming, as they kept watch on Valvursive rather 

than the much-smaller outpost at the edge of the mountains. Haresend was crushed, but the deeplords 

pulled back to other positions and were forced to work on treaties with their kin, severely curtailing the 

threat they posed. 

 

Far from the eyes of important noble families, failures and rejects retreat to the Deeps to nurse their 

misery and reflect on their shame out of stonach view. No one knows for sure who all lurks down in the 

deepest dark, but the stonach mix of respect for privacy and disdain for those who lose honor combines to 

produce a lack of curiosity. They are reasonably safe (except from each other) and if they are needed for 

the hold’s defense, they will be expected to answer the call. 

 

The caverns could hold five times the current population, but those who remain are comfortable in what 

homes built by their parents or grandparents. Some cultivated areas have fallen to disorder, and some 

things have crept into the dark passages from above or below. Still, the caverns are fairly safe, and the 

people are reasonably prosperous. 

 

 


